
● In this exercise all participants are 
blindfolded and instructed to hold hands,
creating a human chain. One group leader
should be stationed at every third child to
lead, assist, instruct and help watch for
obstacles while walking and keeping all
campers safe during the Anatomy Hike.

● A leader will be chosen as the main voice
and “tour guide”, reading the educational
script on page 10-12, encouraging
campers to use their imagination and 
giving cues to the other leaders who are
guiding the blindfolded group.

● At the starting point campers will line up
and be instructed to stay together, help
one another, listen to both the tour guide
and the assistants. The tour guide will
read this narrative script, adding 
embellishments where they can to add
interest and excitement to the activity.

● Campers should be told that they are
actually role-playing the part of the air
that we breathe and will experience what 
happens as air travels through the 
respiratory system.

● At each activity site the tour guide will
blow a whistle to indicate that an activity
is about to occur (with the help of the
assistants).

Anatomy Hike
Ages 7-14

Activity Objective:
The purpose of this “blind walk” is to have children
experience various situations via touch and feel.
They will learn about the (simulated) parts of their
breathing anatomy and become more familiar with the functions involved in an 
asthma episode.

This hike through camp will give campers a variety of outdoor experiences, heavy on asthma
education.

Instructions:

Materials Needed: 
■ Blindfolds (handkerchiefs, t-shirts, etc.)
■ Whistle
■ The script…(see pages 10-12)
Narrow Passageways Materials
■ Folding tunnel
■ Inner tube large enough to climb through
■ Sheets to hang in trees to create 

m a ze/narrow passage
■ Benches lined in narrow but safe 

configuration

Airway Simulation Materials
■ Paper fan or battery operated fan
■ Balloons

Muscle Bands Materials
■ Rubber bands

Mucus Materials Needed
■ Homemade or store bought slime 

(see mucus recipe on page 21)
■ Bowl for hands to submerge
■ Hose for cleaning station or by lake side

Alveoli Materials
■ Grapes
■ Rocks
■ Marbles
■ Playballs

Diaphragm Materials
■ Trampoline or play parachute
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